WATCHMAN WARNING:
Recommendations That Should Be
“Urgently” Implemented by
Church Leaders and Family Heads

Matthew 6:33; 1 John 2:6;
2 Chronicles 16:9

(Prepare for Going Through Revelation’s Endtimes
Tribulation Coming Soon, “Suddenly,”Without Warning
Apart from the Current Signs.1 Gain Maximum Maturity
in Christ-likeness Needed for Eternity for a Maximum
Eternal Relationship with Our Perfect Infinite God.)

by
John M. Stephenson
March 27, 2013

Biblical Worldview Ministries.com

PART ONE OF TWO
SUMMARY OF NEED-TO-KNOW BIBLICAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION
THAT SIGNAL THE PRESENTED RECOMMENDATIONS
SHOULD BE “URGENTLY” IMPLEMENTED
(The recommendations follow afterward in Part Two.)
(Topics with their Scripture Development are found in the references.)
 God placed us on the earth to become Christians and then, afterwards, very importantly as the
main objective, to gain a “maximum spiritual maturity in Christ-likeness (walking as He walks
with everything coming from and led by God the Father). This is so that we, in all eternity, can
have a maximum relationship with our infinite perfect God. This is meant for all ethnic groups,
including the Jews. Bible teachings signal (but do not directly teach) that the level
of our maturity we have at death we will have forever. (The environment used now for
us gain this maturity will not be in heaven.) So not to pursue this maximum maturity “is

a most terrible” eternal mistake. The “main job” of church leaders, as God
commands, is to help train their people (procedure) to become maximally mature
in Christ-likeness walking by strong faith and love (outcome), not just work for
some Christian growth. It must be understood that those with greater maturity in Christlikeness, having a greater response to God’s leading, will know more of God, have greater
relationship with Him, and be used more greatly by Him, in a greater growth over eternity.
Apart from relating maximumly to our infinitely perfect God, there is nothing.  2
 W e are in a great spiritual warfare between Christ and Satan that God is using to bring us, as
we respond to His leading, to a maximum maturity in Christ-likeness. Satan brings strategies

1. MY WEB SITE DOCUMENTS: (1) Twenty Bible Doctrines Teach Unambiguously A Post Tribulation Rapture;
and (2) The Pattern View of Prophecy, The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show Clearly the Rapture Will Come
Post-tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming.
2. MY FIRST CUT WEB SITE DOCUMENTS: (1) Keys to Becoming Maximally Mature in Christ-likeness In Godly
Relationship Living; and (2) Some Signs and Characteristics of Being Mature in Christ.
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to help prevent this occurrence by working to prevent our becoming Christians and helping to
accomplish God’s work. This is so the that many of the elect will not be born, many will not
become the elect, and/or many will not accomplish God’s chosen work. In these endtimes to
help accomplish these results, Satan is influencing the Churches to fall away from the faith,
God’s requirements, and excellence to implement those of Satan, self, and the world. The
result is that now thousands of especially American churches, in their falling away from
knowing sufficient Bible doctrine, are becoming to some extent lukewarm without their desire
or realization (they all want to do right). 3 They are being (have been) transformed to become
ones that no longer have needed biblical intellect and have now but little knowledge of God’s
W ord (no longer endure sound doctrine). The big cause is that they do not appreciate God’s
infinite Greatness so as to do “all” His commands and then “only” by His way (they do not
sufficiently know and have fallen from many of God’s ways). This situation of falling away is
demonstrated by churches going mainly to elementary teaching without maturing their people,
not going all out to evangelize the children and youth out in the community, and using the
devil’s loud rock type structured music (instead of the Bible’s music of singing melody in hymns
from the heart unto the Lord) in the church worship services and Christian ministries.
(Revelation 3:20 'Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if anyone hears My voice and opens
the door, I will come in to him, and will dine with him, and he with Me.)Today, Satan is
influencing the youth to like his loud rock structured type music that he created in Voodooism
to call up evil spirits and demons and give him worship. 4 5
 God is using the United States as His endtimes most favored nation in a special pattern
sequence (similarly as He used with Israel as a favored nation) to bring the termination of
human history. 6 He has blessed the United States more greatly than any nation now or in
history, including more than O.T. Israel. This blessing has occurred because His people have
in a general sense obeyed Him. Now our churches are falling away (cause) that is allowing the

3. LUKEWARM CHURCHES: Revelation 3:15-17 'I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot; I would
that you were cold or hot. 'So because you are lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I will spit you out of My mouth.
'Because you say, "I am rich, and have become wealthy, and have need of nothing," and you do not know that
you are wretched and miserable and poor and blind and naked,
4. DO RESEARCH: If you do not believe this, then do research on the internet and you will discover its truth.
Check out “The Evils of Christian Rock Music” and “Christian Rock Music.” There are also many documents and
books on the subject. Then you by choice, will never use it.
5. ROCK MUSIC IN THE CHURCHES: Satan has the children and youth growing up on and liking the loud rock
type music. Most youth now may not come to church unless churches use it. So this is a type of Catch 22. Church
leaders should recognize its error and over time draw many into the hymn services. Youth will not come to church
unless elementary training is used. So our youth are now growing up with but little knowledge of God’s Word and
the Christian life. They are not becoming mature in Christ. This is Satan’s strategy to have a great falling away
in the endtimes Tribulation. The main source of the problem is that the youth and church leaders do not appreciate
God’s infinite Greatness so as to do things only His way - sing melody from the heart unto the Lord.
6. ENDTIMES SEQUENCE (Web Site Report): Summary Presentation: How Revelation’s Events Unfold and How
the United States Is Found in Bible Prophecy.
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country to fall away (symptom) resulting in Satan being allowed now more power. W hen this
falling away crosses God’s allowable threshold, God will allow Satan to bring a foreign military
in “a sudden devastating calamity” that will place the United States and the world’s nations
under world government ruled by Satan and his people. Satan will then bring great devastation
including persecution and martyrdom. This will be the endtimes Tribulation that God will use
to bring divine discipline on His Church. W hen the Tribulation is over, God will rapture His
Church and then bring the termination of history with the Church going to heaven and all
unbelievers to the Lake of Fire for all eternity. Now eternity begins for people and angels.
 It must be understood that the Rapture cannot occur until “after” all the people who are to live,
have lived, and have made formal decisions to receive or reject the Gospel in life or by death.
This is completed in the Tribulation under the Mark-of-the-Beast period. The Rapture can only
occur also after the heavenly court after the Tribulation has given Christ the authority, resulting
from determining that Christ, by opening the books, has won the spiritual warfare over Satan.
All the elect did believe and all of God’s work was accomplished. Satan tried, but could not
prevent their happening. This determination is made after the endtimes Tribulation. 7
 There are over 20 doctrines in the Bible that teach unambiguously the Rapture comes (and
only can come) after the endtimes Tribulation. The Pre-Tribulation Rapture View, based on
assertions, not doctrines, is not taught in the Bible. Satan is using this view so believers

will not prepare for the Calamity and Tribulation, and thus, be caught blind sided
and unprepared when they come. They will fall away in the Tribulation under
world government. All the believers, both Jews and Gentiles are part of the Church. The
Cross broke down the barrier of the dividing wall between the Jew and the Gentile. So believing
the Gospel, both Jews and Gentiles are part of the Church and Christ’s body, with the purpose
to become mature in Christ-likeness for a maximum relationship with God in all eternity. 8

PART TWO OF TWO
FOUR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHURCHES TO IMPLEMENT
“URGENTLY” TO BECOME GREATER OBEDIENT AND EXAMPLE
CHURCHES BEFORE GOD.
Have Our Churches Be Prepared for the Coming Endtimes Tribulation and
Be Matured in Christ-likeness to Have a Maximum Eternity.9
7. WEB SITE REPORT FOR GOD’S OVER ALL PLAN: God’s Plan over History for Man to Become Mature in
Christ Needed to Eternally Know and Relate to Our Perfect God in His Greatness.
8. POST-TRIBULATION RAPTURE (Web Site Documents: (1) Understanding the Endtimes Biblical Jewish
Situation and What We must Now Do as the Endtimes Unfold; and (2) Twenty Bible Doctrines Teach
Unambiguously A Post Tribulation Rapture.
9. MINISTRY GROUP NEEDED: In order for these recommendations be implemented sufficiently and urgently
in the near term, the elders should appoint several very mature men to a ministry group to plan and lead the actual
(continued...)
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RECOMMENDATION ONE
MAXIMALLY MATURE OUR CHURCH PEOPLE
(Become maximumly mature for a maximum relationship with God in eternity)
RECOMMENDATION: Go all out to maximumly mature our church people in Christ-likeness
using a complete curriculum (that includes Christian Life Relationship Principles), emphasizing
the Christian Life, walking as Christ walks, and by love and by faith. This maturity is needed now,
but especially in eternity so we can have a maximum relationship to God and get to know Him
greatly. Apart from knowing and relating to God in His Greatness, there is nothing. 10 I have
documents with a set of minimum topics (See Footnote 2). 11
BENEFITS WHEN IMPLEMENTED: Our people will have a greater appreciation and knowledge
for our God’s infinite Greatness resulting in a maximum living relationship with God now, but
especially in eternity, training to walk as our Lord walks, including by great love and by faith. Our
ministry and worship now will greatly increase. W e will have a greater obedience to God, with our
more greatly glorifying and worshiping Him. God will direct our thoughts and actions, working all
things together for good, commensurate with the level of our maturity in Christ-likeness. W e also
will have great fellowship with each other, including with those from our families.
PENALTIES IF NOT IMPLEMENTED: Our people will have a lessor mature walk with God than
He desires and has planned. Our people will greatly not know and relate to God both now, and
especially in eternity to the degree that God has desired for us. W e will glorify God much less,
doing things more our way and the way of the world. W e will be disobedient to God for not
pursuing maturity as He commands and our attempt to do things our way. Our ministry and
attendance can decrease over time. Churches then will have more just activity, than divine life of
lives being changed by growing in maturity and doing much evangelism, gaining new converts.
COST TO CARRY OUT THE RECOMMENDATION: W e will need to establish a complete
training curriculum (I have a beginning one). W e need to search the entire Bible for all that God
wants us to become (outcome) and for all the steps we need to live out experientially to get there
(procedure) and record them in a computer for all to read. Then we should do nothing else. On
this course, we glorify God by giving back to Him what came from Him as a source. W e should
9(...continued)
carrying out of the recommendations under the elders’ authority.
10. MATURITY IN ETERNITY: As stated previously in the text, the Bible does not teach directly whether or not
our maturity will or can increase in eternity. But it infers it will not indirectly because the developing environment
of the world, flesh, and the devil will not be in heaven. The devil and our sin natures will not be in heaven. And God
will direct our every thought and action using our divine natures that cannot sin (make mistakes). Having greater
maturity, God can direct us in greater ways according to His Greatness. Apart from walking with Him in His
Greatness, there is nothing. We must pursue maturity regardless because God commands that we do. Then we
can have the best that exists for us. (Hebrews 6:1; Colossians 1:28).
11. BECOMING MATURE: Becoming maximally mature in Christ-likeness is a growth process. None of us have
reached maximum growth, but we can be pursuing to have the maximum we can gain in our lifetimes.
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go to needed expository verse by verse in depth-in breadth preaching, special seminars, and
special Bible classes. W e need to train our people with what to do, how to do it, examples for how
to do it, testimonies from the teacher for how he did it, and place people into several places of onthe-job training. People only become mature when they live out, not just know the
principles. 12

RECOMMENDATION TWO
GO ALL OUT TO EVANGELIZE THE CHILDREN OUT IN THE COMMUNITY
RECOMMENDATION: Go all out to urgently evangelize and disciple the children out in the
community. Invite them and their families to attend our or other churches, giving them printed
information. God’s commands us to be evangelists.
BENEFITS WHEN IMPLEMENTED: More children will be saved and grow to maturity. 85% of
those coming to Christ do so in the age range of 4-14. Adults do what they learned and
experienced as children. Our ministries and attendance will increase.
PENALTIES IF NOT IMPLEMENTED: W ith the endtimes soon coming that will last only a limited
time period and with many being martyred in this period, our younger children will not live normal
life spans. Thus, if we do not evangelize them now, many children and youth will not be saved or
gain a maximum maturity to have a maximum relationship to God in eternity. W e must work so
the latter does not happen. (This is especially true for new families.)
COST TO CARRY OUT THE RECOMMENDATION: W e need to work with Child Evangelism
Fellowship (CEF) and others such as kid’s clubs. CEF will do the training and establish the afterschool Bible and summer 5 day clubs. W e will need to supply tens of workers (50 would be a first
goal). Three to four leaders are needed for each Bible club. W e will need a leader and overall
coordinator in our church. In time, our workers will take over the clubs, remaining working with
CEF. W e can team with other churches.

RECOMMENDATION THREE
TRAIN OUR PEOPLE WITH ENDTIMES BIBLE PROPHECY AND WHAT WILL HAPPEN
TO THEM AS THE ENDTIMES COME AND HELP THEM PREPARE NOW IN ADVANCE,
INCLUDING ESPECIALLY HOW TO WALK BY STRONG FAITH
RECOMMENDATION: The Bible teaches the Church will go through the endtimes Tribulation and

12. ACTION NEEDED: We may need to pull many selected people out of the rock music service into the hymn
service. Many in the rock music service may not want to take the training. We must present the need and the
consequences to them for taking and not taking the training to become maximumly mature in Christ-likeness. We
need to explain the damage to them if they remain in the rock music services such as not becoming mature in
Christ to have a maximum walk with God.
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signs13 now signal most loudly they can come at any time (with only God knowing the exact
timing in advance). Thus, we should now urgently: (1) train our people with endtimes prophecy
with the Post-Trib Rapture view and how the United States is being used in a special sequence
to bring history’s termination; (2) alert them to what they will experience as the endtimes come;
(3) help them become mature including to especially walk by strong faith; and (4) help them
prepare physically with needs of life and spiritually for entering the endtimes. They should
combine with friends in this preparation time. Workers should have jobs needed in bad times.
BENEFITS WHEN IMPLEMENTED: Being trained and prepared, our people will not be caught
blind sided and unprepared when the Calamity comes. They will return to greater obedience and
have the motivation to pursue maximum maturity in Christ-likeness now and under persecution
in the Tribulation. Being prepared, our people will have stored the needs of life and lighting so
ministry and life can continue, and they will not fall away from the faith when the persecution and
martyrdom come in the endtimes Tribulation. They can gain more maturity now so as to know and
relate to God in a much greater way in eternity.
PENALTIES IF NOT IMPLEMENTED: Our people will be caught blind sided when the endtimes
Calamity and Tribulation come suddenly (like a sudden earthquake) without warning apart from
the now existing signs. Our people will not have the needs of life to stay alive and will fall away
from the faith under great persecution giving Satan more power to rule. As a result, they will not
gain more maturity in Christ under the difficult times and persecution. Many will be martyred as
Satan makes war against the Church. The times will be most severe as the Calamity comes. 14

13. ENDTIMES WARNING SIGNS (Occurring at the “same” time with great intensity) INCLUDE: (1) “great”
inflation with great (severe) economic problems; (2) severe weather; (3) promoting same sex marriages and
abortions; (4) a major falling away of the American churches (God’s people) in various degrees to become the
endtimes lukewarm 7th church; (5) actions to bring world government with things under government control; (6)
aliens owning some (much) American property (such as China); (7) increase in false religion in America’s land ;
(8) churches no longer enduring sound doctrine, teaching mainly or only the a,b,c’s; (9) children and youth are now
growing up with the loud Devil’s rock beat structured music; churches using it, cannot tell the difference between
the holy and the profane (such loud and rock beat structured music- structure used in Voodooism and the cults);
and (10) many youth having premarital sex. There are many more.
14. TAKE WATCHMAN WARNING: When the Calamity comes bringing in the Tribulation under world government
control, the following will most likely happen to some large degree (Many details are not in the Bible; and only God
knows the details - may come in principle as to what happened to O.T. Israel): (1) the stock market will crash from
the extreme debt; (2) the infra structure will break down preventing food and goods for a time getting to the market
place and there will be government generated viruses that will kill people; (3) electrical magnetic bombs (EMB)
very likely will knock out most transistors (semi-conductor chips) in some areas (permanently causing no
electricity, no telephones, no TV or radio, no computer operation, no lighting, no gasoline pumping, no cars can
operate, etc.; (4) with our country’s oil production shut down, we may have much difficulty getting gasoline; (5)
Russian and Chinese missiles from submarines will nuclear bomb selected cities and areas (the internet has 6
guestimated areas), and there will be chaos everywhere with people going door to door looking for food and other
needs of life they can steel; (6) our government will place us under martial law and then under world government we are then in the endtimes Tribulation; (7) There will come a new world religion (belong to or be persecuted) and
(continued...)
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COST TO CARRY OUT THE RECOMMENDATION: W e will need to train our people as to how
the endtimes will come and what will happen to them when they do come. W e will need to
encourage and help them put in some provisions to get through the Calamity and for several
months following. They must now know how to walk by very strong faith so they will not fall away
under the circumstances and the coming persecutions. They should combine now with some
friends and prepare together. Train them how to carry out ministry during the coming times. They
need to practice now.

RECOMMENDATION FOUR
PLACE OUR CHURCH PEOPLE NOW INTO UNDERGROUND HOME GROUPS
(CHURCHES) AND HAVE OUR PASTORS AND MISSIONARIES GAIN JOBS AND MEANS
OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR WHEN THE CHURCH DOORS ARE CLOSED BY LACK
OF FUNDING AND/OR BY GOVERNMENT ACTION
RECOMMENDATION: Place all our church people urgently now into small underground home
church groups of people who live near each other, before the Calamity and Tribulation come.
Alert and help our pastors and missionaries, who are mostly supported by others, to gain
additional support for when the endtimes come when their support will cease or greatly decrease.
BENEFITS WHEN IMPLEMENTED: Our local church ministries and worship can more greatly
continue in the endtimes Tribulation. Our pastors and missionaries can continue large amounts
of their ministries.
PENALTIES IF NOT IMPLEMENTED: Being in isolated individual families, it will be harder to
carry out ministry, be prepared, and have continued worship of God when the endtimes come.
They can be without the help they will need. Our pastors and missionaries can be without the
financial support they need for the needs of life. Much of the pastoral and missionary work will
decrease, or be greatly curtailed.
COST TO CARRY OUT THE RECOMMENDATION: W e will need to place together the names
of our people who live reasonably close together (close driving distances). Then we should
establish home people groups. W e should provide them materials for Bible study and a means
to gain the needs of life they can store. W e will need to greatly help each other. Those who have
more can provide money to others who have less. (People (when the endtimes come) who have
much resources can now divert them from giving to the church per se, and give finances direct
to pastors, missionaries, and friends in great need.)

14(...continued)
a new currency (real or computer) (savings in current US dollars may be lost - this is why many are putting their
savings now in gold and silver - but these can be confiscated); (8) Severe persecution will come, with jailing and
martyrdom (there are prisons in place now in military areas); and (9) We will need to help family members who
have greatly reduced incomes and otherwise who need help. In time in the Tribulation, we can expect to have the
very rich who rule, and all the rest (us), the very poor over which the rich rule. The middle-class will be largely
removed. All the poor will have to work. This means that most seniors will be removed.
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PLEASE UNDERSTAND THE BIBLICAL PICTURE, TAKE
CAREFUL NOTE OF THAT BELOW, AND URGENTLY
IMPLEMENT THE RECOMMENDATIONS
God has begun the sequence, using the United States, by which He is now
terminating history. The exact details that will happen and the timing events
are only known by God. But we can have great insights to what will happen
and why. We know that in some manner, people will need to work to have a
living after the great Calamity and Tribulation come. We also know that Satan,
allowed by God, will make war against believers bringing them great
persecution, imprisonment, and martyrdom. He will, in time, work to force
people to believe his ways or die.
The timing looks, by the signs and knowledge of the overview sequence, to
be very soon. Thus, we must prepare urgently now in case the time is in the
next few months or few years. It does not hurt to be ready a few years early,
but one second late? Those not preparing in advance will be caught blind
sided and unprepared. (E.g. Those who wait for precise information, that will
never come, before they act, will be caught blind sided.) They will have a
major falling away in the Tribulation. Many, even most, will not know what is
happening when the Calamity and Tribulation come.
Those churches that believe in the wrong Pre-Trib Rapture View and/or are
going mainly to elementary training using the devil’s loud rock type music
most likely will be caught blind sided. WE MUST NOT LET THIS HAPPEN TO
US AND OUR PEOPLE.

THUS - TAKE “WATCHMAN WARNING:”
URGENTLY PREPARE FOR THE ENDTIMES AND ETERNITY
Be sure to become a Christian and then especially train to gain maximum
maturity in Christ-likeness so one can know and relate to God toward his
maximum. THERE IS NOTHING ELSE IN THE ETERNAL VIEW. God is in
charge.
Doing so, even if I am wrong, you will have God’s best. But if I am correct
and you do not carry out the recommendations (which is unthinkable)?
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